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ABSTRACT
Clustering of images from search results can improve the user experience of image search. Most of the existing systems use both
visual features and surrounding texts as signals for clustering while
this paper demonstrates the use of an external knowledge base to
make better sense out of the text signals in a prototype system
called CISC. Once we understand the semantics of the text better,
the result of the clustering is significantly improved. In addition to
clustering the images by their semantic entities, our system can also
conceptualize each image cluster into a set of concepts to represent
the meaning of the cluster.

Figure 1: Search result of keyword “kiwi” on Google Image
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1. INTRODUCTION
Images are the most rich source of multimedia data on the Web.
Present keyword-based search technology and information extraction techniques enable effective image search by keywords. For
example, if one enters the keyword “kiwi” on Google Image search
engine we got a whole screen of images which are associated with
the term “kiwi”, according to Google (see Figure 1). However, the
term “kiwi” refers to at least two different entities: kiwi the bird
and kiwi the fruit. Google apparently doesn’t distinguish between
these two entities and it mixes their images together. The ranking
of these images is probably determined by the relevance ranking of
the web pages that contain these images. Like Google, most other
image search engine also return a mixed list of images without classifying the results by their different senses. Ambiguous entities like
“kiwi” are abundant in real-world. For example, there are at least
three different entities for “Polo”, four for “Andrew Appel”, six for
“Anderson” and over ten for “Lei Zhang” on Google Image.
But when a user search for the term “kiwi”, it is quite likely that
he’s looking for either the bird or the fruit but not both. Having to
scroll through pages of images to locate the images that he wants
is not a very good user experience. A better search result interface
would be to divide the result window into sections, where each section contains only a number of images of the same type of entities.
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User can then pick a section of interest and expand it further to see
more images of that entity.
This paper is concerned with the problem of clustering a set of
images indexed by the same keyword on an image search engine
into multiple groups, each of which containing a distinct entity.
There are three existing approaches to image clustering. The first
is “content-based” approach which uses only visual signals from
the images themselves [6]. Most content-based image clustering
approaches extract low-level visual features such as color and basic
shapes from the images and use these to construct feature vector for
similarity comparison. The problem with these approaches is that
web images about the same entity can be very diverse and low level
visual cues are often inadequate to capture the semantic commonality among the images. Take the images of the kiwi birds in Figure
1 for example, the background, color, pattern, brightness, contrast
and orientation of the images can be quite different from image to
image. An alteration of the above approach leverages visual object
recognition and uses the object annotations for clustering. However, it cannot succeed in our problem because object recognition
requires supervised learning and works only for a limited types of
objects which have been manually labeled. Even for those manually trained object recognition tasks, the state-of-the-art techniques
[7] still suffers from low accuracy.
The second is “context-based” approach which uses only the surrounding text, URL or tags of the images as feature space [2]. The
challenge here is 1) finding the right context and 2) modeling the
context. Existing techniques use visual cues from the web page
to segment the page into blocks and uses the block that contains
the image as its context. To model the context, all previous work
uses variants of bag of words model which has limited capability
of capturing the semantics of the text.
The third is a hybrid approach which combines visual features
with textual features [5]. Because of the different nature in these
two feature sources, there’s no easy way of creating a combined

/ uniform signal for an image or using one single similarity function in the clustering. As such, existing methods often adopts a
two-phase approach, taking advantage of the visual signals in one
phrase, and the text signals in another. However, on many occasions, visual feature similarity and textual similarity of the context
can conflict with each other so the above two-phrase approach can
be counter-productive.
In this paper, we present a prototype system that takes the contextbase clustering to the next level. We take this approach because 1)
there are two possibly conflicting sources of signals for a given image: the visual signal and the text signal and there is no simple way
to combine or reconcile them; and 2) text signals are more reliable
and can be better captured by our novel techniques. In our framework, we extract two types of context of a given image: the HTML
<IMG> tag context which consist of the URL and ALT name of the
image, and the surrounding plain text context. We then conceptualize these context into a list of weighted Wikipedia concepts and
cluster the images based on these concepts. We adopt a tri-stage
clustering algorithm to obtain image clusters with high accuracy.
This paper hence makes three main contributions: 1) We developed a method to extract and conceptualize the image context using
an external knowledge source; 2) Our novel tri-stage clustering algorithm yields clusters on benchmark web images with high accuracy; 3) The prototype system also characterises each cluster with
a ranked list of concepts.

2. FRAMEWORK
In this section, we introduce a novel image clustering approach
using text features. First, we extract relevant context of an image using a modified sibling algorithm [1]. Second, with those
high quality context, we perform a conceptualization process on
the context to gather its abstract semantics. Finally, we cluster images using a tri-stage clustering approach.

Wikipedia article (a.k.a. Wikipedia concept). Furthermore, in the
expansion procedure, we employ a heuristic that limits the context
to a list item if we detect that the image or query string is located
inside a list structure.

2.2

CF-IDF(c, d) = cf (c, d) ∗ log

2.1 Context Extraction
The context extraction process can be described as a function
that takes as input a web page, a image which is embedded in the
page and a query string which produces the page and the image,
and returns the context which includes two parts: the image tag
context and the plain text context. Image tag context is essentially
the URL and the ALT name (label) of the image in the <IMG> tag.
The plain text context comes from two sources, one from the text
surrounding the image and the other from the text surrounding the
query string.
The text surrounding the image is very important because the
most significant signals which can help us identify an image are
often represented close to the image. We adopt a fast sibling based
method to extract this context. First we select the parent of the
image node in the HTML document. If this node has any readable
text as its child then return its text as the context. Otherwise we
select the parent of this node recursively until it has meaningful
text or reach the root of the document. A window is also involved
to restrict the length of context. This simple but reasonable method
is shown to be effective in our experiments.
Context around the query string provides additional related semantic signals which may be far away from the image but close to
the search term. The reason we employ this additional context is
because the context surrounding the image is likely to be an accurate description of that image but not always enough to distinguish
this entity from other entities of the same name.
Both image context and query string context are extracted in
a bottom-up expanding procedure and the we require that every
plain text fragment to contain at least one term which is a title of a

Conceptualization

Once we gather the necessary context of a web image, the next
step is to convert the context into a list of weighted concepts in a
process called conceptualization. We do this because concepts provides abstraction and therefore high level understanding of human
language. Therefore concepts are better at capturing the semantics of the context. In this work, we use Wikipedia as an external
knowledge source to provide the domain of all concepts. The current version of Wikipedia contains over 4 million articles, each of
which describes a concept which is usually the title of the article.
We conceptualize extracted context in two steps: Wikification and
Scoring.
Wikification [3] is a process that links the noun phrases in a plain
text to the corresponding Wikipedia articles. This is similar to word
sense disambiguation in that it assigns a concept (sense) to a noun
phrase. Because links can be sparse in Wikipedia data, we add
links to as many unlinked terms as possible in Wikipedia using an
iterative method.
Once the context is “wikified”, it can be represented by the list of
Wikipedia concepts. Next we compute a score called CF-IDF (concept frequency and concept inverse document frequency) to present
the relative importance of each concept with respect to the context.
CF-IDF is similar to the well-known TF-IDF except we compute
the frequency of a concept in the Wikipedia corpus rather than the
frequency of the surface forms (terms). To obtain the concept IDF,
we scan all of the articles in Wikipedia corpus, and for each concept, we count the number of documents in which the concept appears as a link. CF-IDF is computed as follows:
N
df (c)

(1)

where c is a Wikipedia concept, d is the given document and N
is the total number of Wikipedia articles. cf (c, d) stands for frequency of c in d, and df (c) for the number of Wikipedia articles in
which c occurs.

2.3

Tri-Stage Image Clustering

We propose a tri-stage image clustering method to process the
conceptualized contexts. The three stages are tag context clustering, text context clustering and expansion clustering. Each stage
form bigger clusters by merging the clusters formed in previous
stage.
Tag context clustering: The first stage clusters images by the
most reliable signals, i.e., the tag context because <IMG> tags directly describes the images in question. We analyze the URL to
obtain Wikipedia concepts. Since the URL may contain random
strings sometimes, we train a classifier to filter the random strings.
Then we detect Wikipedia concepts from the URL and the image label to build a concept vector, in which each dimension is a
Wikipedia concept with CF-IDF as its weight. Finally we cluster
the vectors using Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering(HAC) algorithm with cosine similarity.
Text context clustering: The tag context clustering forms many
small and tight clusters. Next, we concatenate the text contexts of
all images from a cluster to form the text contexts for clusters. This
stage also employs HAC algorithm to further merge conceptually
similar clusters.
Expansion clustering: The above two clustering steps are based

on the exact concepts extracted from the web pages. To discover
more hidden signals, we expand our contexts by taking the topk ranked concepts (by CF-IDF score) of each cluster, and replace
each of the top concepts by the linked concepts in their Wikipedia
articles. The result will be an expanded concept vector for each
cluster. We then further merge some of the clusters by the new
concept vectors.

clusters. As shown in the table, F1 and NMI score have around
0.3 and 0.18 improvement respectively.
In our experiment, MMCP algorithm was implemented using
two modalities: color histogram and textual feature (bag of words).
As shown in Table 1, our system outperforms this state-of-the-art
framework by significant margins. We thus argue that conceptualization of the image context is more powerful than combination of
simple text and visual features.

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Table 1: Results on different queries with different methods

We present some preliminary results on web image clustering.
In the following subsections, we first introduce the data set, then
the evaluation metrics and finally compare the accuracy of our approach with the baseline bag-of-word context clustering as well as
a state-of-the-art hybrid clustering method.

Query
Amazon
Apple
Bean
Emirates
Explorer
Focus
Kiwi
Malibu
Pluto
Polo
Sante Fe
Tick
Time
Tucson
Avg.

3.1 Data Set
We obtain a benchmark data set of web image data from Google
Image Search, by querying 56 ambiguous entity names, such as
kiwi, pluto and explorer. For each entity, we download the top 100
images along with the original web pages of the images. The whole
data set contains 5,600 web pages/images in total.

3.2 Evaluation Metric
We adopt two metrics to evaluate the result of image clustering:
F1 and NMI. F1 score combines Purity and Inverse Purity of the
clusters. Similar to the F1 score used in information retrieval task,
F1 score is computed in the following way:
F1 (C, L) =

2 × P urity(C, L) × IP ur(C, L)
P urity(C, L) + IP ur(C, L)

(2)

where IP ur stands for Inverse Purity. Purity measures the quality
within a cluster. It is computed as follows:
1 ∑
max |ci ∩ lj |, ci ∈ C and lj ∈ L (3)
purity(C, L) =
j
N i
where C is the clusters and L is the set ground truth labels. Inverse
purity is computed by inverting the ground truth and the resulting
clusters in Equation 3, i.e. purity(L, C).
NMI (Normalized Mutual Information) describes the amount of
common information between the resulting clusters and the ground
truth. Equation 4 shows the definition of NMI score, where Equation 5 stands for mutual information I(C, L).
NMI(C, L) =

I(C, L) =

I(C, L)
(H(C) + H(L))/2

∑ ∑ |ci ∩ lj |
N |ci ∩ lj |
log
N
|ci ||lj |
i
j

4.

TSC
F1
NMI
0.87
0.49
0.72
0.29
0.92
0.85
0.82
0.2
0.93
0.67
0.9
0.69
0.84
0.48
0.89
0.69
0.86
0.45
0.87
0.63
0.87
0.55
0.78
0.4
0.59
0.32
0.94
0.71
0.84
0.53

MMCP
F1
NMI
0.46
0.42
0.75
0.5
0.47
0.51
0.43
0.42
0.62
0.42
0.53
0.43
0.53
0.42
0.64
0.44
0.61
0.31
0.56
0.48
0.49
0.37
0.65
0.38
0.59
0.7
0.53
0.41
0.56
0.44

BOW
F1
NMI
0.3
0.23
0.3
0.25
0.61
0.58
0.52
0.3
0.76
0.47
0.43
0.32
0.53
0.34
0.7
0.48
0.61
0.25
0.74
0.5
0.64
0.36
0.31
0.27
0.41
0.22
0.67
0.38
0.54
0.35

DEMONSTRATION

Our demo system is implemented in .NET environment on a
workstation with 3.2 GHz Dual-core i5 and 14GB RAM. A snapshot of our system is shown in Figure 2. Our system provides
several variants of context extraction and clustering algorithms for
comparison purposes. Table 2 shows the configurable options for
users. If the user choose TSC as clustering method, the Representation option is fixed to Conceptualization, and the Context options is
fixed to Sibling. Our system can provide 19 kinds of combination
of methods for comparison.

(4)

(5)

H(C) and H(L) are entropy of clusters C and ground truth L respectively.

3.3 Image Clustering Accuracy
We manually label 14 entities from the data set for testing. Table
1 shows the comparison of the tri-stage clustering(TSC) algorithm
against the hybrid clustering method MMCP [5] and a baseline bagof-words(BOW) approach.
BOW has very poor F1 and NMI score, since only considering
the concepts appears in the context(sometime the context is very
short) without external knowledge will have insufficient signals to
merge the small clusters. Compared to BOW, the TSC algorithm
bring much more signals to identify the similarity between two

Figure 2: System snapshot

For the context extraction process, we provide options such as
Whole, Sibling, and Sibling(Image only). The Whole option uses
the text of the whole page as context. Sibling consider both of the

Table 2: Various configurations of the demo system
Context
Whole
Sibling
Sibling(Image only)

Representation
BOW
Conceptualization
BOC

Clustering
AP
HAC
TSC

image context and query string context, which is proposed in our
system. Sibling (Image only) provides an option of only using the
text around the image as context.
Similar to context extraction, there are three context representations BOW, Conceptualization, BOC in the system. BOC stands for
"bag-of-concepts", in which we detect Wikipedia terms without explicitly disambiguate the sense of the terms. User can also select the
clustering method such as TSC, Affinity Propagation(AP)[4] and
HAC, and tune the threshold for each clustering method.
We offer 56 query strings for testing. These queries were downloaded in advance since the Google Image search engine is not always available in our part of the world. Besides the 56 pre-loaded
queries, user can enter new queries in the search box. But the download process may take a long time. The Top option indicates that
we are processing the top K images retrieved from search engine.
Figure 3 shows two largest clusters of “kiwi” from a total of 100
images. The accuracy (purity, F1, NMI) of the result are shown on
the top, and the clusters are listed below. In this particular result,
only one kiwi bird image is incorrectly grouped into the kiwifruit
cluster since its text is more about kiwifruit than about kiwi bird.

Figure 4: Context extraction

Figure 3: Two clusters of kiwi
In our system, for each cluster, we list the top 10 most representative concepts to describe each cluster. For example, the left
sub-figure of Figure 3 shows a cluster about Kiwifruit, Fruit, etc.
while the right sub-figure shows a cluster about Bird, Kiwi, etc.
(Notice that “Kiwi” is the term for kiwi the bird in Wikipedia.)
The demo system also keeps track of the context extraction process. When the user clicks on an image in the result set, the system
will open the original web page in the browser. If the user clicks
on the context link, the system will show the contexts (both tag and
text context). At the end of the context page, there is a ranked list
of Wikipedia concepts extracted from the context. Figure 4 shows
the original web page (top) and the context (bottom) of an image of
kiwifruit.
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